
 

Newsletter  

 Sept  

From Our President  
Pat Hickey 

 

Our October meeting will begin at 6:30 pm, Thursday, Oct. 3rd, at the usual meeting 
place, Woodcraft on North Sullivan. 
 

From the Desk of  
Our Treasurer 

 

Belated thanks go out to Bob and Virginia Weaver for hosting our annual club picnic in Au-

gust.  Picnic is actually a misnomer, as Bob and Virginia smoked vast quantities of chicken 

and ribs that literally fell off of the bone! Their baked beans were pretty awesome, too! 

The day was well attended and it wasn’t too hot either.   Thanks, again, Bob and Virginia for 

your hospitality. 

 

************************************** 

If you have suggestions for our newsletter please forward them to Pat Hickey at  

patrico3808@gmail.com or Shelley Hays at sandrhays@netscape.net 

************************************** 

 



Inland Norhtwest Woodturners 
At the annual 

Spokane Woodcarvers Show 

 

Carl’s platters 
Carl Bodenstein at the lathe 

Tom Kimball and Pat Hickey at INW display 

Tom and his award winning pens 

Woodcarvers judging tables 



Weaver Turnfest 
 

Saturday, Oct. 5 will be the next turnfest at Weaver’s out in Rathdrum.  The fun starts at 9 am and goes 

thru 1 pm or so.  Bring your projects and your tools for sharpening.  For those who haven’t been here be-

fore you travel I-90 east to the Rathdrum exit (7) that follow Hwy 41 North to Boekel Rd.  We are located 

at 6570 Boekel Rd and will have a sign out front.   We have a great time talking wood and wood pro-

jects.  Coffee and doughnuts are served.  See you there! 

  

Bob and Virginia Weaver 

 

 

Spinning Tops 
 

It is time to begin preparing for the Inland Northwest Woodturners annual spinning tops competition for 

the December meeting.  There, we have competitions to see who could spin the longest while enjoying the 

good company, food and drink.  Afterwards, the tops would be taken to the local children’s hospital to be 

given to the children who have to spend the Holidays in the hospital. 

We invite all woodturners to participate every year. 



How to make spinning tops 
By Frank Hutchison 

According to Wikipedia, the top is one of the oldest recognizable toys found on archaeological sites. Spinning tops 
originated independently in cultures all over the world. 

The Inland Northwest Woodturners have in years past asked members to make spinning tops and bring them to the 
December meeting.  There, we have competitions to see who could spin the longest while enjoying the good compa-
ny, food and drink.  Afterwards, the tops would be taken to the local children’s hospital to be given to the children 
who have to spend the Holidays in the hospital. 

We invite all woodturners to participate every year. 

To help you get started, here are several ways to make spinning tops: 

The Classical Woodturner’s Spinning Top 

1. Decide what size you want the spinning top to be – or, 

rummage through your small-pieces-but-too-good-to-throw-out 
bin – and select an appropriate size chunk of wood. 

2. Mount the wood on your lathe using your favorite means. 

3. Turn the top to the approximate shape as shown 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Sand through the grits to 400 grit. 

5.    Apply your favorite finish. 

The Composite Spinning Top 

This is a method I learned from a woodturner that produced literally hundreds 
of tops using this method. 

 

 



1. This method requires either ¼” or 3/8” dowels and ¾” board stock. 

2. Cut disks of out the ¾” board stock slightly larger than the final diameter of the spinning tops and drill either a 

¼” or 3/8” hole in the center depending on the dowel size you are using.  One way to create these disks quickly is 
to use a hole saw with a drill press. 

Glue a 3-4” length of dowel through the disk with at least ¼” extending below the disk and let the glue cure com-
pletely.  You can sharpen the point of the dowel in a pencil sharpener before you insert it to get a head start on the 
shape if you wish. 

 

4. Secure the handle of the top in a chuck.  The chuck can be a 4-jaw pin chuck or a collet chuck. 

5. Shape the disk to the desired shape and put a point on the dowel extending below the disk. 

6. Sand through the grits to 400 grit. 

7. Apply your favorite finish. 

The Multi-Material Spinning Top 

These tops are ideal for long spinning but, the CDs do break and a 
sharp edge can result.  On the other hand, you can using a CD label-
ing program to create custom spinning tops – the label acts to keep 
the parts of the CD together in case of it being broken. 

1. You can use either a single piece of wood or a composite as in 

the earlier methods but the diameter needs to be smaller – 1-1 ½” at 
most.  The length of the top will be the same as in the earlier models. 

 

 

 

 

 



Shape the wood to the shape shown with the critical dimension being the diameter of the hole in the CD.  The CD 
should slide over the handle of the top and rest flat on the base.

 

2. Sand through the grits to 400 grit. 

3. Apply your favorite finish. 

4. Glue the CD to the wood – I recommend 5-minute epoxy. 

Decorating Options 

Bonnie Klein offers hands-on classes at the annual AAW Symposium to kids and one of the most popular is the 
spinning top class.  Bonnie has the kids decorate their tops using markers while the top is still on the lathe.  She 
also uses a chatter tool on her tops.  The options are many to make each top a distinctive work of art. 

Perhaps Bonnie’s signature top is the spin top box with a threaded lid: 

 

You can find directions here: http://www.bonnieklein.com/Library/SpinTopBoxWithThreadedLidColor.pdf 

This dimension must 

be the diameter of 

the hole in the CD

This dimension must 

be the diameter of 

the hole in the CD

http://www.bonnieklein.com/Library/SpinTopBoxWithThreadedLidColor.pdf


Hints for a Successful Spinning Top 

1. The point shouldn’t be too sharp – blunt points seem to turn longer. 

2. The top will be more stable with a wide disk shape rather than a cone shape.  The term used in physics is moment 

of inertia and is sum of the mass at each point times the square of its distance from the center.  The ideal top would 
have all of its mass on the outer ring – let me know if you achieve this. 

Again, quoting Wikipedia, “The action of a top relies on the gyroscopic effect for its operation. Typically the top will at 
first wobble until the shape of the tip and its interaction with the surface force it upright. After spinning upright for an 
extended period, the angular momentum, and therefore the gyroscopic effect will gradually lessen, leading to ever in-
creasing precession, finally causing the top to topple in a frequently violent last thrash.” 

3. The point where the fingers hold the top should not be too thick – generally a ¼”- 3/8” diameter is best.  It allows 

the user to impart more rotational motion to the top which improves the ability to spin upright.  The term used is angu-
lar momentum and it increases as the square of the speed – double the speed and the angular momentum increase 4-
fold. 

4. The surface the top is spun on should be smooth but not slick. 



Random Thoughts:  While walking about my neighborhood in an effort to stay somewhat fit, I always try to notice the 

trees and woodpiles.  Aren’t we always looking for sources of wood for turning?  As in so many neighborhoods, there seems to 

be a great number of ornamental, decorative trees.  As summer reached its high point I began to notice some maple trees 

(mostly Norway maple, Acer platanoides) which had sickly looking leaves on individual branches.  As summer wore on the sick-

ly leaves died and turned a uniform copper color.  All leaves on that branch and the branch are dead.  One of my maple trees 

is now showing signs of this malady.  I began to investigate.  I discovered that for most maple tree diseases there isn’t a lot 

that can be done for the tree.  What I believe the maple trees in my neighborhood have is Verticullium Wilt, which is a fungus.  

I plan to talk with certified arborists to try to determine what is actually effecting my tree.  At that time I will cut off a branch 

to compare it to Figure 10.  Have you experienced something similar with your maple trees?  Of the articles I read on the topic, 

one of the best was written by Dr. Sharon M. Douglas of The Connecticut Agricultural Experimental Station.  A portion of the 

online article is below. 

 

Dr. Sharon M. Douglas  

Department of Plant Pathology and Ecology  

The Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station  

123 Huntington Street, P. O. Box 1106  

New Haven, CT  06504  

  

Phone: (203) 974-8601  

Fax:  (203) 974-8502  

Email:  Sharon.Douglas@ct.gov   

Website: www.ct.gov/caes   

 Founded in 1875    Putting science to work for society                                                                                                                         

COMMON DISEASES OF MAPLE  

 There are a number of diseases that occur on maples  throughout  Connecticut  every  year although  the  severity  and  distri-

bution  of these problems vary with each season, each site,  and  each  species.    Diseases  occur  on maples  in  the  landscape  

as  well  as  those growing  in  natural  woodlots  and  forests.  Anthracnose, fungal leaf spots (including tar spot),  powdery  

mildew,  and  Verticillium wilt  are  diseases  that  are  usually encountered every year whereas leaf scorch is  an  occasional  

problem.    The  species  of maple that we most frequently encounter in the  Plant  Disease  Information  Office  are:  

Acer  palmatum  (Japanese  maple),  A. platanoides  (Norway  maple),  A. pseudoplatanus  (sycamore  maple),  A. rubrum  (red  

or  swamp  maple),  A. saccharinum  (silver  maple),  and  A. saccharum  (sugar  maple).    The  degree  to which  each  species  

is  affected  by  disease can  be  quite  variable  and  is  influenced  by genetic  factors,  microclimate,  and predisposition  by  

other  stresses  (e.g., drought, excess water, winter injury).    

  IV. VERTICILLIUM WILT:  

Causal Agent:  Verticillium spp.  

Symptoms:  Symptoms of Verticillium wilt first  appear  as  a  yellowing  or  wilting  of individual  limbs  or  portions  of  the  

canopy (often  referred  to  as  “flagging”)  (Figures  8 and 9).  This usually occurs in mid-summer, frequently after periods of 

hot, dry weather.  The fungus enters the roots and grows into the  water  transport  system  (xylem)  of  the tree where it re-

stricts the movement of water and nutrients within the tree.  Infected trees  often  have  sparse  canopies  consisting  of un-

dersized, off-colored leaves.  These trees sometimes produce heavy crops of seeds or samaras.  A  diagnostic  characteristic  of  

this disease  is  a  distinctive  olive-brown streaking, which may be evident in the wood of  symptomatic  branches  or  twigs  

(Figure 10).    

  



 

 

 

Figure  8.   Japanese  maple  with  acute symptoms of Verticilli-

um wilt.  

  

  

 

 

 

Figure  9.    Maple  with  a  portion  of  the canopy exhibiting 

premature fall coloration. 

  

 

 

 

Infected  trees  die  slowly  or  suddenly, depending upon the 

extent of infection and the  overall  health  of  the  tree.    Trees  

weakened  by  drought  or  root  damage  are thought to be 

more prone to disease.    

Figure  10.  Diagnostic  vascular discoloration in sapwood of ma-

ple infected with Verticillium wilt.  

  

Infected  trees  die  slowly  or  suddenly, depending upon the 

extent of infection and the  overall  health  of  the  tree.    Trees  

weakened  by  drought  or  root  damage  are thought to be 

more prone to disease.    

Management  Strategies  for  Verticillium Wilt: There are no satisfactory controls for this disease of maple once trees are infected.   

However, efforts to maintain tree health and vigor can help to prolong the life of the tree.  It is helpful to prune affected limbs as 

soon as  symptoms  are  evident.  This  helps  to minimize  secondary  invaders  and opportunistic  pests.  Tools  should  be  

disinfested  between  cuts  with  a  10% solution  of  household  bleach  or  70% alcohol.  Additional efforts to promote tree  

vigor  by  watering,  fertilizing  (only  as necessary, based on a soil test) and avoiding other types of stress are helpful.  Since the  

fungus is soil-borne, it is necessary to avoid planting susceptible species in the area.   


